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The Verwey transition in magnetite (Fe3O4) is
the first metal-insulator transition ever observed
[1] and involves a concomitant structural rear-
rangement and charge-orbital ordering. Due to
the complex interplay of these intertwined de-
grees of freedom, a complete characterization of
the low-temperature phase of magnetite and the
mechanism driving the transition have long re-
mained elusive. It was demonstrated in recent
years that the fundamental building blocks of the
charge-ordered structure are three-site small po-
larons called trimerons [2]. However, electronic
collective modes of this trimeron order have not
been detected to date, and thus an understand-
ing of the dynamics of the Verwey transition
from an electronic point of view is still lack-
ing. Here, we discover spectroscopic signatures
of the low-energy electronic excitations of the
trimeron network using terahertz light. By driv-
ing these modes coherently with an ultrashort
laser pulse, we reveal their critical softening and
hence demonstrate their direct involvement in the
Verwey transition. These findings represent the
first observation of soft modes in magnetite and
shed new light on the cooperative mechanism at
the origin of its exotic ground state.
Along with his groundbreaking discovery in 1939, Ver-
wey postulated the emergence of a charge ordering of
Fe2+ and Fe3+ ions as the mechanism driving the dra-
matic conductivity drop at TV ∼ 125 K [1]. A vast
number of subsequent experimental and theoretical in-
vestigations, including those by Anderson [3], Mott [4],
and many others, have stimulated a still unresolved de-
bate over a complete description of the Verwey tran-
sition [5, 6]. In particular, several seemingly incom-
patible findings related to the intricate low-temperature
phase of magnetite have been reported: the crucial
role of Coulomb repulsion [7], the necessity of including
electron-phonon coupling [4, 8, 9], small charge dispro-
portionation [7, 10, 11], anomalous phonon broadening
with the absence of a softening towards TV [12], and the
observation of structural fluctuations that are connected
to the Fermi surface nesting [13] and that persist up to
the Curie transition temperature (TC ∼ 850 K) [14].
The last decade witnessed significant progress in un-
derstanding the Verwey transition from a structural
point of view. Most notably, a refinement of the low-
temperature charge-ordered structure as a network of
three-site small polarons, termed trimerons, was given by
x-ray diffraction [2] (Fig. 1a). A trimeron consists of a
linear unit of three Fe sites accompanied by distortions of
the two outer Fe3+ ions towards the central Fe2+ ion. An
orbital ordering of coplanar t2g orbitals is also established
on each ion within the trimeron (Fig. 1b). This picture of
the trimeron order has been crucial for determining the
correct noncentrosymmetric Cc space group of magnetite
and explaining its spontaneous charge-driven ferroelec-
tric polarization [2, 6, 15]. Nevertheless, despite exten-
sive research, no soft modes of the trimeron order have
been detected to date. Unveiling novel types of collective
modes in the low-temperature phase of magnetite and
their critical softening would significantly shape our un-
derstanding of the long-sought cooperative phenomenon
at the origin of the Verwey transition.
Here, we use time-domain terahertz (THz) spec-
troscopy (Fig. 1c) to reveal the electronic modes of the
trimeron order. Their signature is imprinted on the equi-
librium optical conductivity of the material in an energy-
temperature range previously unexplored. We establish
their involvement in the Verwey transition by driving
them coherently with an ultrashort near-infrared laser
pulse and mapping their softening with a delayed THz
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2FIG. 1. Trimeron order in magnetite and experimental methodology. a, The low-temperature charge-ordered structure
of magnetite as a network of trimerons, small polarons that extend over three linear Fe sites. The purple and black spheres
represent Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions, respectively. b, Each trimeron consists of two outer Fe3+ ions and one central Fe2+ ion (the
arrows depict distortions of the lattice). This charge ordering is accompanied by an ordering of coplanar t2g orbitals on each
Fe site within the trimeron. The surrounding oxygen ions are shown in red, and the gray spheres represent Fe sites that do not
participate in the trimeron. (a and b are adapted from Ref. [2].) c, Schematic of the experimental setup. Time-domain THz
spectroscopy in a transmission geometry is used to determine the low-energy optical conductivity of the sample in equilibrium
(without the pump beam). To examine its dynamics, an ultrashort near-infrared (1.55 eV) pump pulse sets the system out of
equilibrium and a weak, delayed THz probe pulse measures the pump-induced change in the optical conductivity.
probe.
Figure 2a shows the real part of the low-energy optical
conductivity (σ1) measured in equilibrium on a magnetite
single crystal. Slightly below TV , the spectrum displays a
broad, featureless continuum (red curve), which previous
studies attributed to a power-law behavior expected in
the presence of charge hopping between polaronic states
[16]. As the temperature is lowered well below TV to a
hitherto unexplored regime (pink and blue curves), the
continuum in the optical conductivity is suppressed and
two Lorentzian lineshapes clearly emerge. These exci-
tations slightly harden with decreasing temperature and
are centered around 1.5 and 4.2 meV at 7 K. Since they
appear below the charge gap for single-particle excita-
tions [17], it is natural to ascribe them to distinct low-
energy collective modes at the Brillouin zone center. In-
triguingly, these excitations have never been observed in
any previous study on magnetite [16, 18–22]. Thus, it is
pivotal to identify their origin and clarify their potential
involvement in the Verwey transition.
We make use of advanced density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations of the phonon dispersions in the low-
temperature Cc symmetry of magnetite to compare the
energy of the two observed excitations with that of long-
wavelength lattice modes (see Methods and Supplemen-
tary Note 2). The lowest-lying optical phonons at the
Γ point of the Brillouin zone have symmetries A′ and
A′′ and correspond to the folded ∆5 mode of the cubic
phase. Their energy of 8 meV is in excellent agreement
with inelastic neutron [19, 25] and x-ray [12] scattering
data. Therefore, the low-energy modes in our experiment
cannot be assigned to phonons. Similarly, magnon dis-
persions measured by inelastic neutron scattering do not
show any long-wavelength spin waves with energies in our
spectral range [18]. Since ferrimagnetism in magnetite is
quite robust (with TC ∼ 850 K), these excitations would
be expected to persist at high temperature [16]. Finally,
according to the Kugel-Khomskii Hamiltonian (which de-
scribes well the details of the orbital order in magnetite
[7]), orbitons can be readily ruled out because their en-
ergy scale is of the same order as magnons. Thus, after
ruling out these scenarios, the only remaining possibility
is that the detected modes are collective excitations of
the trimeron order.
We now clarify whether these collective modes play a
key role in the Verwey transition by unraveling their crit-
ical behavior. This is a challenging task to accomplish
under equilibrium conditions, as the broad conductivity
continuum seen in Fig. 2a obscures any spectroscopic sig-
nature of the collective modes at temperatures proximate
to TV . It is thus unclear whether the modes persist as
strongly damped Lorentzians buried under this contin-
uum and how their peak energy varies with temperature.
To overcome this experimental difficulty, we illuminate
our magnetite crystal with an ultrashort near-infrared
laser pulse and drive its collective modes coherently [26].
We vary the laser fluence absorbed by our sample, ex-
ploring a regime that allows us to transiently increase the
lattice temperature but not completely melt the trimeron
order [23, 24] (see Supplementary Note 5). We then mon-
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FIG. 2. Observation of low-energy electronic collective modes and their critical softening. a, Real part of the
equilibrium optical conductivity (σ1) of magnetite in the THz region. The spectrum near TV (red curve) exhibits a broad,
featureless continuum that rises with a power-law behavior, in accordance with a previous report [16]. Lowering the temperature
reveals two Lorentzian lineshapes (pink and blue curves) that are due to collective modes. b, Pump-induced change in the THz
electric field (∆E) transmitted through the sample at 7 K following photoexcitation at various absorbed fluences. The traces
are offset vertically for clarity. Each curve was fit to two damped sine waves and the fits in the time domain are displayed as
dashed black lines. c, Energy of each oscillation extracted from the fits as a function of fluence. At low fluence, the energies
are close to those in a at 7 K, so the oscillations correspond to the same collective modes present in equilibrium. Both energies
soften with increasing fluence, demonstrating their involvement in the Verwey transition. d, Amplitude of each mode versus
fluence. The inset shows the linear rise of the amplitudes in the low fluence regime, which is compatible with an impulsive
Raman excitation process. The shaded bars in c and d indicate the critical fluence for melting the trimeron order as reported
in Refs. [23, 24].
itor the fingerprint of the coherently excited collective
modes on the low-energy electrodynamics of the system.
Figure 2b shows the pump-induced change in the THz
electric field (∆E) through the sample over a range of
absorbed fluences. As a function of pump-probe delay,
we observe prominent oscillations that are signatures of
collective modes coherently evolving in time. Upon closer
examination, these oscillations cannot be described by a
single frequency, but rather by two frequencies, which in-
dicates the presence of two distinct coherent excitations
(see Supplementary Note 6B). Fitting the time domain
traces to the simplest model (consisting of two damped
sine waves) reveals that at the lowest fluence the modes
have energies very close to those present in the equilib-
rium conductivity at 7 K and therefore are the same ex-
citations. Slight deviations in their energies relative to
equilibrium possibly occur due to the non-thermal ac-
tion of the pump pulse during photoexcitation. Their si-
multaneous presence in the frequency domain (as dipole-
allowed modes) and in the time domain (as Raman-active
modes) is naturally explained by the breakdown of the se-
lection rules for infrared and Raman activity in the non-
centrosymmetric Cc crystal structure of magnetite [2].
The two modes display a significant dependence on pump
fluence. In particular, their energies soften dramatically
towards the critical fluence (FC) identified in previous
studies [23, 24] (Fig. 2c). This behavior strikingly estab-
lishes their active involvement in the Verwey transition.
In addition, the mode amplitudes first rise linearly until
∼ 1 mJ/cm2 and then dramatically drop in the proxim-
ity of FC (Fig. 2d), confirming the scenario of an impul-
sive Raman generation mechanism [26] that gets desta-
bilized at higher fluences when the Verwey transition is
approached due to transient lattice heating [27, 28].
Finally, we establish whether the newly discovered col-
lective excitations mutually interact. This is achieved
by resolving the spectral region of the low-energy con-
ductivity in which each coherent mode resonates. Fig-
ure 3a shows the spectro-temporal evolution of the dif-
ferential optical conductivity (∆σ1) following photoex-
citation. We observe the emergence of two broad fea-
tures centered around 2 meV and 3 meV, which indi-
cate how the lineshapes of the two modes in equilibrium
are modified by the presence of the pump pulse. The
shape and sign of the differential signal suggests that
the main effect of this modulation is a broadening of
the equilibrium Lorentzian lineshapes together with their
amplitude change, though the exact form of the change
is difficult to determine owing to the complexity of this
material system. We then select a temporal trace at a
representative THz photon energy (Fig. 3b) and perform
a Fourier transform analysis (Fig. 3c). This yields the
frequencies of the two collective modes expected from
Fig. 2a−c. Iterating this procedure at all photon THz
energies (Fig. 3d) reveals that the entire differential sig-
nal observed in Fig. 3a is modulated by both coherent
electronic modes, demonstrating that these two modes
are coupled to one another.
4FIG. 3. Mutual coupling between the two collective modes. a, Spectro-temporal evolution of the photoinduced change
in the real part of the optical conductivity (∆σ1) in the THz range. The temperature is 7 K and the absorbed fluence is
0.27 mJ/cm2. Two broad features are observed around 2 meV and 3 meV and they are coherently modulated as a function
of pump-probe delay. b, Trace of ∆σ1 as a function of pump-probe delay at a representative THz photon energy. c Fourier
transform of the temporal trace shown in b, which reveals two distinct peaks corresponding to the two coherent collective
modes (compare their energies with Fig. 2a,c). d, Amplitude of the Fourier transform taken along the pump-probe delay axis
at each THz photon energy of the map shown in a. We observe that two peaks are present in the Fourier transform at each
photon energy, which indicates that the two electronic modes are coupled to each other.
To rationalize the behavior of these coherent collec-
tive modes after photoexcitation, we develop the sim-
plest time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model compati-
ble with the symmetries of the system. In our calcula-
tions, we consider electronic collective mode fluctuations
described by a complex order parameter ψ = |ψ|eiϕ. In
the Ginzburg-Landau potential F = F [ψ], we include a
nonlinear term arising from electronic interactions, a lin-
ear coupling term between the real and imaginary parts
of ψ responsible for inversion symmetry breaking, and a
pinning potential arising from impurity effects. The non-
equilibrium action of the pump pulse on the mode fluctu-
ations is introduced through a coupling to the intensity of
the pump electric field. The full dynamics of the system
are described by equations of motion that include phe-
nomenological relaxation and inertial terms for both |ψ|
and ϕ (details of the Ginzburg-Landau model are given
in the Methods and Supplementary Note 8). Despite its
simplicity, our model captures the salient features of our
experiment data. Specifically, the energies of both |ψ|
and ϕ soften towards FC (Fig. 4a) and the oscillation am-
plitudes of the modes rise linearly with increasing fluence
before experiencing a dramatic quench in the proximity of
FC (Fig. 4b). Furthermore, there is a crossing of the am-
plitudes of the modes around 0.5FC , which is also present
in the experimental data (see Fig. 2d). The resulting time
dependences of |ψ| and ϕ are plotted in Figs. 4c and 4d,
respectively, for several fluence values. While our model
successfully reproduces the qualitative behavior of the ex-
perimentally observed dynamics, some quantitative mis-
match is still present. In particular, deviations from the
observed quasi-mean-field behavior of the mode energies
in Fig. 2c is due to the exact energy-fluence functional
form used to describe the thermodynamic properties of
the material (see Supplementary Note 8).
Our results are rather surprising given the current un-
derstanding of magnetite’s low-temperature phase. Since
in this material the charge order is commensurate with
the lattice and the Verwey transition is thought to be of
an order-disorder type based on the observation of over-
damped (i.e. diffusive) modes [13, 21, 29, 30], the de-
tection of underdamped (and therefore propagating) soft
electronic modes is unexpected. This apparent contra-
diction can be reconciled by recalling that the trimeron
order in magnetite leads to the development of a sponta-
neous ferroelectric polarization [2, 6, 15]. The ferroelec-
tric instability is of the electronic (improper) type and
involves charges that are weakly bound to the underly-
ing lattice [6]. Low-energy modes can naturally emerge
as collective fluctuations of charges within the trimeron
network on top of the robust commensurate charge or-
der. Though our observed modes seem reminiscent of the
electronic component of amplitudons and phasons in con-
ventional charge-density wave systems, such a simplified
picture is not expected to capture the complexity of the
trimeron order in magnetite. It seems more plausible that
the internal structure of these excitations involves tunnel-
ing of polarons through the potential barrier separating
neighboring Fe sites [15]. An estimate of the energetics
of this process (see Supplementary Note 3) confirms that
such a polaron excitation lies in our THz range. Only
the development of advanced theoretical models will con-
tribute to the identification of the actual real-space pat-
tern characterizing these collective charge fluctuations,
5FIG. 4. Time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory describing the dynamics of the collective modes. a,b, Depen-
dence of the energies (a) and amplitudes (b) of both components of the order parameter (|ψ| and ϕ) as a function of pump
fluence. c,d, Evolution of |ψ|(t) (c) and ϕ(t) (d) in the time domain over a range of fluences. The calculated behavior matches
the qualitative trends observed in the experiments (see Fig. 2b−d), namely the softening of the energies and the initial linear
increase in the amplitudes followed by their destabilization towards the critical fluence FC .
as their extremely low energy hinders their investigation
with probes of the charge dynamics other than THz spec-
troscopy and high-resolution Raman scattering.
The current study highlights the strength of ultrafast
THz probes in uncovering the soft character of electronic
collective modes associated with an intricate order, in
line with recent experiments on the Higgs and Leggett
modes in superconductors [31, 32]. Beyond these results,
we envision the use of strong THz fields [33] to resonantly
drive the modes of the trimeron order in magnetite and
similar charge-ordered compounds, enabling the coherent
control of electronic ferroelectricity.
METHODS
Single crystal growth and characterization. A
single crystal of synthetic magnetite oriented in the
(111)-direction with a thickness of 0.5 mm was used
in all experiments. The crystal was grown using the
skull melting technique from 99.999% purity Fe2O3.
Afterwards, the crystal was annealed under a CO/CO2
gas mixture to establish the appropriate iron-oxygen
ratio. AC magnetic susceptibility was used to charac-
terize the sample and determine the value of TV (see
Supplementary Note 1).
Time-domain and ultrafast THz spectroscopy. A
Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier system with 100 fs
pulses at a photon energy of 1.55 eV and repetition rate
of 5 kHz was used to generate THz pulses via optical
rectification in a ZnTe crystal. The THz signal trans-
mitted through the sample was detected by electro-optic
sampling in a second ZnTe crystal with a 1.55 eV gate
pulse. The frequency-dependent complex transmission
coefficient was determined by comparing the measured
THz electric field through the magnetite crystal to that
through a reference aperture of the same size, and the
complex optical parameters were then extracted numer-
ically [34].
For the ultrafast THz measurements, the output of
the laser was split into a 1.55 eV pump beam and a THz
probe beam, with the THz generation and detection
scheme described above. The time delay between pump
and probe and the time delay between the THz probe
and the gate pulse could be varied independently. To
measure the spectrally-integrated response, the THz
time was fixed at the peak of the THz waveform and the
pump-probe delay was scanned. The spectrally-resolved
measurements were obtained by scanning both the THz
time and the pump-probe delay time.
DFT calculations. The crystal and electronic struc-
ture of the material was optimized using the projector
augmented-wave method [35] within the generalized
gradient approximation [36] implemented in the VASP
program [37]. The full relaxation of lattice parameters
and atomic positions was performed in the crystallo-
graphic cell of the Cc structure containing 224 atoms.
The strong electron interactions in the Fe(3d) states have
been included within the local density approximation
(LDA)+U method [38] with the Coulomb interaction
parameter U = 4.0 eV and the Hund’s exchange J = 0.8
eV. The phonon dispersion curves were obtained using
the direct method [39] implemented in the Phonon
software [40]. The same approach was previously em-
ployed to study phonon dispersions in the cubic Fd3¯m
[9, 41] and monoclinic P2/c [30] structures of mag-
6netite. The Hellmann-Feynman forces were calculated
by displacing all non-equivalent 56 atoms from their
equilibrium positions along the positive and negative
x, y, and z directions, and the force-constant matrix
elements were obtained. The phonon dispersions along
the high-symmetry directions in the first Brillouin zone
were calculated by the diagonalization of the dynamical
matrix.
Time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau calculations.
We constructed the simplest Ginzburg-Landau poten-
tial that captures phenomenologically the physics of the
charge order in magnetite and is compatible with the
symmetries of the system (see Supplementary Note 7).
We defined the complex order parameter as ψ = |ψ|eiϕ,
which is related to the real-space charge-density wave as
δρ(r) = Re{ψeiq·r}, where the wave vector could corre-
spond to any linear combination of all the symmetry-
allowed wave vectors. We modeled the transition as
weakly first order, with a Ginzburg-Landau potential
given by
F [ψ,ϕ] =
a
2
|ψ|2 + b
4
|ψ|4 + d
2
|ψ|2 sinϕ+ g
2
cosϕ+Fl, (1)
where a(T ) = −A(TV − T ) and g(T ) = −G(TV − T )
are functions of temperature and b > 0 for stability.
A non-zero amplitude-phase interaction term d is al-
lowed due to the lack of inversion symmetry in the low-
temperature phase. The fourth term, proportional to the
coefficient g, corresponds to a phenomenological “restor-
ing force” that could arise from a pinning potential origi-
nating in short-range impurities [42–45]. This term could
also emerge from a linear coupling with phonon modes
belonging to the same irreducible representation as the
charge modulation, where the proportionality constant
g would be a function of the electron-phonon coupling
constant [46, 47]. Finally, the coupling to the laser field
was given by Fl = E(t)
2(ηψ|ψ|2 + ηϕϕ2), where ηψ and
ηϕ are coupling constants. The pump electric field E(t)
was modeled as E(t)2 = 2F/(c0Tp)δTp(t)Tp, where F is
the absorbed pump laser fluence, c is the speed of light,
0 is the permitivity of free space, δTp(t) is a broadened
delta function, and Tp ≈ 0.1 ps is the pump pulse dura-
tion. The functional form used for the coupling to the
laser field was chosen to mimic the force acting on the
collective modes within the impulsive stimulated Raman
scattering framework [26].
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Supplementary Note 1: Single crystal
characterization
Figure S1 shows the real part of the AC magnetic sus-
ceptibility χ′ as a function of temperature from 117 K
to 126 K for the magnetite single crystal used in these
measurements. The sudden decrease in χ′ around 123 K
indicates that TV ∼ 123 K for this sample. This drop in
the susceptibility results from microtwinning of the crys-
tal when it undergoes its structural transition from cubic
to monoclinic at TV . In the low-temperature monoclinic
phase, the ferroelastic domains constrain the motion of
magnetic domain walls due to a higher cost in elastic en-
ergy. Consequently, the value of χ′ should be lower in
the monoclinic phase compared to the cubic phase [48].
The temperature at which χ′ exhibits this discontinuity
therefore corresponds to TV .
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FIG. S1. AC magnetic susceptibility of our magnetite
crystal. Real part of the AC magnetic susceptibility χ′ as
a function of temperature. From the temperature at which
χ′ undergoes a sudden drop, we obtain TV ∼ 123 K for this
crystal.
Supplementary Note 2: Phonon dispersion
calculations in the Cc structure
In this section, we present density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations of the phonon dispersion in the low-
temperature phase of magnetite. In the Cc structure,
there are 336 phonon modes at each wave vector. Fig-
ure S2a shows the calculated phonon dispersion curves
in the low-energy range up to 20 meV. These calcula-
tions are in excellent agreement with experimental mea-
surements of the phonon energies using inelastic neutron
[19, 25] and x-ray [12] scattering (symbols). Figure S2b
displays the calculated partial phonon density of states
projected on the Fe sites (black curve), which agrees well
with experimental data taken from Ref. [49] (red curve).
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FIG. S2. DFT calculation of the phonon dispersion in
the Cc structure. a, Low-energy phonon energy-momentum
dispersion curves of magnetite calculated for the monoclinic
Cc symmetry. The symbols mark the energies of the phonon
modes measured experimentally by inelastic neutron scatter-
ing (violet symbols from Ref. [25] and red symbols from Ref.
[19]) and inelastic x-ray scattering (green symbols from Ref.
[12]). There are no optical phonon branches in the energy
range of the two newly-observed collective modes (1−4 meV).
b, Partial phonon density of states projected on the Fe sites.
The results of the DFT calculations are shown in black, while
the experimental results at 50 K (taken from Ref. [49]) are in
red.
8Supplementary Note 3: Additional discussion
about the assignment of the collective modes
As indicated in the main text, we can rule out the pos-
sibility that the collective modes observed in equilibrium
(Fig. 2a) are due to optical phonons or folded acoustic
phonons by comparing our data to ab initio calculations
of the phonon dispersion in the Cc structure of magnetite
(Fig. S2a). The calculated dispersion reveals that there
are no optical phonon branches at the Γ point in the
energy range corresponding to the two observed modes.
The lowest-energy zone-center mode (i.e. ∆5) finds ex-
cellent agreement with inelastic neutron scattering data
[19]. Folded acoustic phonons (obtained by a folding of
the Brillouin zone) likewise have much higher energies
than our two modes.
As for the oscillations in the time domain, their ener-
gies are very close to those of the two collective modes in
equilibrium at 7 K, indicating that they are indeed the
same modes. In this case, we also rule out any alternative
explanation associated with phonons. It is important to
consider the possibility that the observed oscillations in
the time domain are coherent acoustic phonons (CAPs)
generated by the pump pulse through the deformation
potential or the thermoelastic coupling [50]. The absence
of any dispersion in the spectrally-resolved data excludes
this scenario. Indeed, when the probe photon energy is
tuned in a spectral range where the material is highly
transparent (i.e. typically below the fundamental optical
gap), the Brillouin scattering condition λphonon =
λprobe
2n
holds [51]. If the refractive index n is roughly constant
across the probed range (as is the case here - see Supple-
mentary Note 4A), then the wavelength of the coherent
strain should depend on the probe photon energy. As we
do not observe any variation in the frequency of the oscil-
lations at different probe photon energies (see Fig. 3), the
oscillations cannot be CAPs. Furthermore, CAPs typi-
cally exhibit a cosine behavior as a function of time (due
to the nature of the generation process [50]), whereas the
oscillations in our experiment are closer to sine functions.
The latter is indicative of a scenario in which the force
acting on the collective modes is more impulsive than
displacive in nature [26].
In addition to the discussion of magnons in the main
text, we note that folded acoustic magnetic modes can be
ruled out as well due to their energies not falling in our
energy range [18]. Also, the frequency of the spontaneous
ferromagnetic resonance in magnetite is ∼ 16 GHz [52],
which is extremely low.
Finally, we argue that a plausible explanation for the
existence of the observed electronic modes involves tun-
neling of polarons that give rise to the electrical polariza-
tion. Specifically, we assume that a polaron can tunnel
from one Fe site to the neighboring one with a matrix el-
ement teff. In this model, the excitations observed exper-
imentally stem from the bonding-antibonding splitting Σ
= 2teff. From Fig. 3 of Ref. [15] we observe that in the 16
f.u. unit cell (112) atoms there are four such polarons:
Two of the Fe3+-type (labeled B14 and B14′) and two
of the Fe2+-type (labeled B12 and B12′). We consider
a tunneling process through these sites. As a proxy to
the single polaron barrier, we compute within DFT the
barrier in which all four polarons move coherently to the
next nearest neighbor site along the a-axis. This effec-
tively produces a mirror image of the structure with the
height of the barrier determined by symmetry by the en-
ergy difference between the non-polar P2/c structure and
the polar Cc structure. We obtain that the barrier height
is 87 meV per polaron, which agrees with the value that
can be deduced from previous studies [15]. Next, we in-
terpret this as the binding energy of a polaron (Ep) in a
Holstein-like model. Using a Lang-Firsov transformation
[53, 54], we can estimate the matrix element for coherent
polaron hopping as teff = t e
−Ep/ω0 , where t is the bare
electron hopping integral and ω0 is the effective phonon
frequency. We evaluate the energy scale associated with
this process by substituting the relevant parameters for
magnetite. The main displacements to stabilize the po-
laron are due to the oxygen atoms surrounding the po-
laron sites. Projecting the phonon density of states on
these polaron Fe sites, we find a low-energy peak around
20 meV (Fig. S2b). We interpret this as the character-
istic phonon energy ω0. We extract the value of the di-
rect Fe d-d hopping from our DFT calculations, which
yield a value of t ∼ 200 meV. The latter is in agreement
with a simple estimate that can be given by the Harrison
method [55], considering an Fe-Fe distance of 2.97 A˚. As
a result, we obtain Σ ∼ 5.2 meV, a value that lies on the
same energy scale of the modes observed experimentally.
Supplementary Note 4: Additional equilibrium
data
A. Refractive index at 7 K
The refractive index was extracted from the equilib-
rium THz data as described in the Methods section. Fig-
ure S3 displays the real part of the refractive index (n) in
the THz region shown in Fig. S3. The index exhibits very
little variation across this energy range and can therefore
be approximated as constant.
B. Equilibrium optical conductivity at 100 K
As discussed in the main text, our equilibrium optical
conductivity data at 100 K agrees very well with previ-
ously reported measurements of the THz conductivity of
magnetite in this temperature regime, in which a power-
law dependence is observed and attributed to hopping
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FIG. S3. Refractive index of magnetite at low tem-
perature. Real part of the refractive index (n) measured by
time-domain THz spectroscopy at 7 K. There is almost no
variation in the index over this energy range.
between localized states [16]. Figure S4 shows the real
part of the optical conductivity (σ1) at 100 K and its fit
to a power-law function of the form σ1 ∼ ωs (for simplic-
ity, we neglect the additional factor accounting for the
saturation at higher frequencies used in Ref. [16] and
instead focus only on the low-frequency regime). The
power-law fit (black dashed line) yields s = 1.8, which is
similar to the value of s = 1.5 reported in Ref. [16] for
100 K. This provides a quantitative measure of the close
agreement between the two data sets.
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FIG. S4. Power-law dependence of the low-energy op-
tical conductivity just below TV . Real part of the optical
conductivity (σ1) in the THz range at 100 K from Fig. 2a. At
low energies (inset), the curve is fit to a power law with ex-
ponent s = 1.8, in close agreement with previously reported
THz measurements [16].
Supplementary Note 5: Transient effective
lattice temperature and heat diffusion
In this section, we connect the pump laser fluence (F0)
with a rise in the effective lattice temperature (T ) after
photoexcitation. The fluence effectively deposited into
the sample is
F = F0(1−R)(1− e−z/λp), (S1)
where R is the sample reflectivity, λp = 330 nm is the
penetration depth for 1.55 eV photons, and z labels the
direction of light propagation. Energy conservation im-
poses a relation between fluence and temperature,
F = m
A
∫ Tf
Ti
Cp(T )dT, (S2)
where A and m are the sample area and mass (deter-
mined by the penetration depth λp) illuminated by the
pump laser, respectively, Ti = 7 K is the temperature
of the sample prior to the pump pulse arrival, Tf is
the effective temperature reached after photoexcitation,
and Cp(T ) is the temperature-dependent heat capacity at
constant pressure. In a solid, due to the negligible change
in volume during the heating process, the heat capacity
at constant pressure and at constant volume are expected
to be very similar.
Equation (S2) can be solved numerically for Tf . Us-
ing data of the heat capacity of a synthetic magnetite
crystal taken from Ref. [56] (Fig. S5a), we obtain Tf
as a function of fluence (Fig. S5b). According to this
estimate, the effective temperature after photoexcitation
rises to 124 K for the maximum fluence used in the ex-
periment (Fmax = 3.0 mJ/cm2), a temperature that is
approximately equal to TV .
The time evolution of the transient lattice temperature
is given by the heat diffusion equation,
∂t
(
ρ
∫ T (t,z)
Ti
Cp(T )dT
)
= ∇ · (κ(T )∇T (t, z)) , (S3)
subject to the initial condition T (0, z) = Tf if z < λp and
T (0, z) = Ti = 7 K otherwise, and insulating boundary
conditions ∂zT (t, z)|z=0,L = 0. In Eq. (S3), ρ = 5.175
g/cm3 is the sample density and κ is the temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity. Given that the sample
is nearly uniformly illuminated along the plane, we con-
sider only the spatial dimension along the depth of the
sample. We solve Eq. (S3) for T (z, t). The results, shown
in Fig. S6, demonstrate that the effective temperature
changes only slightly in the vicinity of the photoexcited
region in the time scale relevant for the experiments.
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FIG. S5. Relationship between pump laser fluence and effective sample temperature. a, Heat capacity data used
in the calculation of the effective temperature taken from Ref. [56]. b, Effective temperature as a function of laser fluence
obtained by solving Eq. (S2). The dashed line indicates the maximum fluence used in the experiments.
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FIG. S6. Heat diffusion through the sample. Effective
temperature as a function of position z in the sample at three
different times. The gray dashed line corresponds to the tem-
perature profile immediately after photoexcitation. In these
calculations the full diffusion equation is solved, taking into
account the temperature dependence of Cp and κ. The pene-
tration depth is λp = 330 nm, while the sample depth is L =
0.06 cm.
Supplementary Note 6: Additional pump-probe
data and analysis
A. Second data set of the pump fluence dependence
In Fig. S7a, we provide a second data set of the fluence
dependence of the pump-induced THz electric field (∆E)
at 7 K. Though the oscillations show slight differences
compared to those in Fig. 2b, the qualitative behavior is
the same, specifically the softening of the mode energies
(Fig. S7b) and the initial linear rise in the amplitude
of the modes followed by a decrease towards the critical
fluence, as well as a crossing of the amplitudes of the two
modes (Fig. S7c).
B. Fits of the pump-probe response in the time domain
As discussed in the main text, we fit the pump-probe
response in the time domain using two damped sine
waves. First, we show that a single damped sinusoid
is not sufficient to describe the data. Figure S8 shows
the pump-probe response at low and high fluences for
both data sets with fits to a single damped sinusoid (red
dashed lines) and two damped sinusoids (blue dashed
lines). There is poor agreement between the data and
the fits to a single oscillation, demonstrating the pres-
ence of more than one oscillation frequency. Instead, we
can see that the sum of two damped oscillations is able to
capture the salient features of the data. We remark that,
while the fit matches the oscillations extremely well at
initial pump-probe delay times, at later times there are
slight deviations. These may be due to slight variations
in the sample temperature caused by heat diffusion (see
Fig. S6). The fits were performed by taking into ac-
count the time resolution of the experiment, noting that
the observed dynamics are a convolution of the oscilla-
tion model with the pump and probe pulse profiles (see
Chapter 9 in Ref. [57]).
We further note that the dynamics of the damped os-
cillations can be accurately tracked due to the lack of any
relaxation background in the temporal trace. The latter
is typically expected from the excitation and subsequent
relaxation of charge carriers that are photodoped above
the optical gap (EG ∼ 200 meV) [17, 24]. Its absence sig-
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FIG. S7. Second data set of the pump fluence dependence. a, Second data set of the pump-induced change in the THz
electric field (∆E) transmitted through the sample at 7 K following photoexcitation at various absorbed fluences. The traces
are offset vertically for clarity. Each curve was fit to two damped sine waves and the fits in the time domain are displayed
as dashed black lines. b, Energy of each oscillation extracted from the fits as a function of fluence. c, Amplitude of each
mode versus fluence. The inset shows the linear rise of the amplitudes in the low fluence regime, which is compatible with an
impulsive Raman excitation process. The shaded bars in b and c indicate the critical fluence for melting the trimeron order as
reported in Refs. [23, 24].
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FIG. S8. Fits of the pump-probe response in the time domain. a,b, Pump-probe response at low fluence (a) and high
fluence (b) for the data set in Fig. 2b. c,d, Pump-probe response at low fluence (c) and high fluence (d) for the data set in
Fig. S7a. The fits to one (red) and two (blue) damped sine waves are shown for each curve. A single oscillation is unable to
capture all the features of the data, demonstrating that two frequencies, and therefore two coherent modes, are present at all
fluences.
nifies that, within the time resolution of our experiment
(∼ 100 fs), the excited charge carriers localize and assume
a polaronic character, similar to what is observed in other
correlated insulators governed by strong electron-boson
coupling [58].
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C. Fourier transform analysis of the pump-probe
response
A Fourier transform analysis confirms the results of
the fits in the time domain. Figure S9 shows the Fourier
transform of the two data sets with the fits to the mode
energies (red and violet dots) superposed on the curves.
It can be observed that the two methods for determining
the energies of the modes agree well within the resolution
of the Fourier transform and the error bars of the fits.
This provides further evidence for the presence of two
modes at all fluences.
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FIG. S9. Fourier transform of the temporal traces. a,
Fourier transform analysis of each trace in Fig. 2b of the main
text. It is difficult to distinguish the two modes due to their
close energies and large broadening. The red and violet dots
represent the energies of the two collective modes obtained
from the fits in Fig. 2c. The two methods for determining the
energies of the modes agree well within the resolution of the
Fourier transform and the error bars of the fits. b, Fourier
transform analysis of each trace in Fig. S7a along with the
mode energies from the fits in Fig. S7b. In this data set, it
is easier to see two distinct peaks at higher fluences. As seen
from both the fits in Fig. S8 and the Fourier transforms here,
together these two data sets provide strong evidence for the
presence of two coherent collective modes at all fluences.
D. Pump polarization dependence
In order to assign the symmetry of the modes, we per-
form a pump polarization dependence (Fig. S10a). The
oscillations remain unchanged as the pump polarization
is varied from parallel to perpendicular to the probe po-
larization. This isotropic response of the pump-probe
signal indicates that the observed modes are totally sym-
metric. The same dependence was seen at all pump flu-
ences. We also investigated the response to a circularly
polarized pump (Fig. S10b) and found that the same os-
cillations as in Fig. S10a are present and do not change
when the pump helicity is varied.
E. Pump-probe response with 3.10 eV excitation
We also repeat the pump-probe experiments with a
pump photon energy of 3.10 eV, using a BBO crystal to
frequency double the 1.55 eV light from the laser. For
this pump photon energy, which is close to the charge-
transfer transition, we observe very similar oscillations to
those excited by the 1.55 eV pump pulse (Fig. S11a). De-
spite our ∼ 100 fs time resolution, the Fourier transform
of the oscillations at this photon energy (Fig. S11b) shows
no signature of the totally-symmetric optical phonon
modes in the range of 13.9 to 25.9 meV that have been
observed in a previous study using a pump excitation
of 3.10 eV [30]. This demonstrates that the spectral re-
gion of our THz probe is solely sensitive to the newly-
discovered low-energy electronic modes.
Supplementary Note 7: Group theory aspects of
the Verwey transition
In this section, we perform a group theory analy-
sis of the Verwey transition in magnetite in order to
construct the simplest time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau
(GL) model that is compatible with the symmetries of the
system (see Supplementary Note 8). In a phase transition
from a high symmetry (G) to a low symmetry (G0) space
group, it is crucial to identify the irreducible representa-
tions (IRs) that lead to the symmetry breaking G→ G0.
This defines an inverse Landau problem [59, 60]. In mag-
netite, the space group above TV is Fd3¯m (O
7
h, 227), with
cubic crystal symmetry and point group Oh. Below TV ,
the space group becomes Cc (C4s , 9), with monoclinic
crystal symmetry and point group Cs [2, 15]. There-
fore, we seek the IRs that lead to the symmetry breaking
Fd3¯m → Cc. We solve this problem with the aid of the
software packages GET IRREPS [61–63] and ISOTROPY
[64]. The transformation T relating the basis vectors of
both phases is [65]
T =
1 −1 01 1 0
0 0 2
 . (S4)
The isotropy subgroups are listed in Table S1, along with
the IRs and corresponding wave vectors. The main re-
sult is that none of the IRs give the low-temperature sub-
group Cc. Therefore, we need at least two IRs to couple
and condense in order to drive the transition. In princi-
ple, there are multiple choices of order parameters (OPs)
that can drive the symmetry breaking Fd3¯m → Cc, as
seen in the graph of isotropy subgroups shown in Fig. S12.
From group theory arguments alone is not possible to de-
termine which are the relevant IRs as all possible paths
are allowed. However, experimental observations [66] and
a previous group theory analysis [9] have identified that
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FIG. S11. Response to 3.10 eV photoexcitation. a,
Pump-probe response when the pump photon energy is 3.10
eV (blue curve). The oscillations are very similar to those
excited by the 1.55 eV pump (red curve). b, Fourier trans-
form of both curves in a. There are no features at higher
energies where a previous study observed totally-symmetric
optical phonon modes excited by 3.10 eV light [30]. Our THz
probe is therefore only sensitive to the low-energy electronic
collective modes reported here.
the OPs X3 and ∆5 play a determinant role in the Ver-
wey transition. Indeed, we verify that the intersection
Pmc21 ∩ Cm, corresponding to coupling the OPs X3
and ∆5 in a particular direction in representation space,
generates the Cc space group symmetry. Additionally,
phonon modes with the symmetries Γ, ∆, X, and W
have been identified to participate in the transition [2],
and all these IRs appear in Table S1, in agreement with
the experimental observations.
Based on the result that a coupling between the IRs X3
and ∆5 allows for the symmetry breaking Fd3¯m → Cc,
some insight can be gained by studying the space group
representation at the wave vectors X and ∆. The star of
the k -vector X (obtained by applying the point group op-
erations of Oh to X) in the Brillouin zone has three arms:
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 0, 1) in units of 2pi/a, where a is
the lattice constant in the high temperature cubic unit
cell. Since these k -vectors are related by symmetry oper-
ations, the corresponding states are equivalent [67]. The
group of the wave vector has 16 symmetry operations
(not listed here) and four two-dimensional IRs Xi for
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 [68]. Among these four IRs, we assume
that only X3 participates in the transition with OP di-
rection (η1, η2,−η2,−η1, η3,−η3) in representation space
as obtained with ISOTROPY (the dimension of represen-
tation space is defined by the number of arms in the star
of k times the dimension of the IR of the little group
[68]). The arbitrary real constants ηi with i = 1, 2, 3
generate a three-dimensional subspace. From the direc-
tion of the OP in representation space, the wave vectors
qX1 = (1, 0, 0), q
X
2 = (0, 1, 0), and q
X
3 = (0, 0, 1) could be
involved in the distortions causing the phase transition.
On the other hand, the star of the k -vector
∆ = (0, 2u, 0) with u = 1/4 has six arms:
(±1/2, 0, 0), (0,±1/2, 0), and (0, 0,±1/2). The group
of the wave vector has 48 symmetry operations and
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IRs Isotropy subgroup k-vectors (2pi/a)
Γ+1 Fd3¯m (227)
(0, 0, 0)
Γ+3 I41/amd (141)
Γ+4 C2/m (12)
Γ+5 C2/m (12)
Γ−2 F 4¯3m (216)
Γ−3 I 4¯m2 (119)
Γ−4 Cm (8)
Γ−5 Ima2 (46)
∆2 Pcc2 (27)
(0,1/2,0)(1/2,0,0) (0,0,1/2)∆4 Pcc2 (27)
∆5 Pmc21 (26)
X1 Cm (8)
(0,1,0) (1,0,0) (0,0,1)
X2 Cm (8)
X3 Cm (8)
X4 Cm (8)
W1 Cm (8) (1/2, 1, 0)(1,0,1/2)(0, 1/2, 1)
W2 Cm (8)
TABLE S1. Irreducible representations that partici-
pate in the Verwey transition. List of IRs, isotropy sub-
groups, and k-vectors between the parent group Fd3¯m and
Cc.
five allowed IRs ∆i for i = 1, · · · , 5, four of which
are one-dimensional and one is two-dimensional (∆5).
The relevant IR for the transition is ∆5 with OP direc-
tion (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, η4, η5, η5,−η4) as obtained with
ISOTROPY. Therefore, only the wave vectors q∆4/5 =
(0, 0,±1/2) are relevant for the transition.
Using these results, we now construct an invariant
polynomial under the space group operations of the
high-symmetry group that couples the IRs X3 and ∆5
[64, 69], consistent with previous experimental observa-
tions [2, 23, 66, 70, 71]. The allowed terms in the poly-
nomial are, to second-order, F (2) = |X|2 + |∆|2, where
X = (X1, X2, X3) and ∆ = (∆1,∆2). The only allowed
third-order term is F (3) = X1X2X3, while the fourth-
order terms are
F (4) = |X|4 + |∆|4 + |X|2|∆|2
+ (4X41 +X
4
2 + 6X
2
2X
2
3 +X
4
3 )
+ (X22 +X
2
3 )(4X
2
1 +X
2
2 +X
2
3 ) +X
2
1 (∆
2
1 + ∆
2
2)
+ (X22 −X23 )∆1∆2 + (X22 +X23 )∆22 + (∆41 + ∆42).
This polynomial, which is the basis of a formal GL po-
tential for the transition, involves five OPs related to the
wave vectors that could, in principle, be involved in the
transition. However, our experimental measurements are
not momentum-resolved so the polynomial derived here
is not directly relevant. Therefore, in the next section, we
construct a minimal GL potential based on this formal
polynomial to describe the transition.
Supplementary Note 8: Effective
time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau model
Here, we present the results of the time-dependent
GL calculations. The GL potential compatible with the
symmetries of magnetite is described in the Methods
section. Below TV , |ψ|2 acquires a finite expectation
value denoted ψ0 such that |ψ(t)|2 = 1 + 2ψ0|δψ(t)| +
O(δψ(t)/ψ0)
2. Due to the phase-amplitude mixing al-
lowed by the lack of inversion symmetry, the laser also
couples directly to the phase ϕ. In the dynamics, we
include both relaxation and inertial terms for the ampli-
tude and phase and allow them to have different relax-
ation rates γψ and γϕ. The effective temperature T (t) is
in general a function of time and laser fluence F . How-
ever, due to the expected slow heat diffusion, as calcu-
lated in Supplementary Note 5, we will assume that it
remains at its initial effective value after photoexcitation
during the whole measurement, T (t) = Tf for z < λp.
The differential equations governing the system are ob-
tained by taking the variation of the GL potential with
respect to the amplitude and phase around their equilib-
rium positions ψ0 and ϕ0. We obtain
∂2|ψ|
∂t2
+ γψ
∂|ψ|
∂t
+ a(T )|ψ|+ b|ψ|3 + d|ψ|ϕ = ηψE(t)2ψ0,
(S5)
∂2ϕ
∂t2
+ γϕ
∂ϕ
∂t
+ d|ψ|2 + g(T )ϕ = ηϕE(t)2ϕ0. (S6)
We solve the coupled differential equations (S5) and (S6)
numerically.
The energies of the amplitude |ψ| and phase ϕ (Fig. 4a)
and their maximum amplitudes (Fig. 4b) as a function
of pump laser fluence are given in the main text. Fig-
ures 4c,d illustrate the behavior of the OPs |ψ| and
ϕ, respectively, as a function of time for a range of
fluence values. The parameters used in all the plots
are A/b = 0.13 K−1, G/b = 0.032 K−1, γψ/b = 0.5,
γϕ/b = 0.4, ηϕ/ηψ = 0.505, and d/b = 2.8.
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